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Paul Farmer, physician, anthropologist, and author, spoke at the 2009 Society for Medical
Anthropology Conference at Yale University in September.
Medical anthropology is a very young
field, only approximately 50 years old.The
underpinnings of medical anthropology
have been around for some time, but as a
discipline, the burden to ensure that it con-
tinues to flourish and grow belongs to fu-
ture generations of students and scholars.
However, future generations of medical an-
thropologists cannot carry the field forward
unless they examine the teachings of pre-
vious teachers and scholars. By narrating
his own story, just as he so frequently nar-
rates the intricacies of Haiti [1], Paul
Farmer, physician, anthropologist, and au-
thor of Pathologies of Power: Health,
Human Rights, and the New War on the
Poor [2], displayed a parallel between the
stories of his own past with that of medical
anthropology.
At the 2009 Society for Medical An-
thropology Conference at Yale University
in September, Farmer began his aptly titled
presentation, Photo Album, with a discus-
sion of his introduction to medical anthro-
pology while an undergraduate at Duke. He
stumbled upon medical anthropology quite
by chance as an ambitious pre-med who
was interested in taking every course that
had the word “medical” in its title. He cred-
ited many people, including Patricia Pessar,
Arthur Kleinman, and Linda Garro with
aiding the development of his ideas and
perception of the world and teaching him
to use medical anthropology not only in
passive observation, but in the active prac-
tice of medicine. You “don’t have to be a
faculty member to teach,” stressed Farmer.
Some of the most important lessons to learn
come from the poor, to whom few listen.
Farmer believes that listening can
form the work we do. He honed his lis-
tening skills, which are used in anthro-
pology in an ethnographic context, after
his first night in an emergency room,
when he saw that many minor cases were
brought in solely because individuals had
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listener allowed Farmer to understand the
full impact of a 1981 slavery case involv-
ing migrant workers in Florida. It was this
skill of listening that enabled Farmer to
understand and tell Haiti’s story, as well
as understand the intricate web that exists
between privilege and privation. Just as
the line between medical anthropology
and primary care is often blurred, the
“bracing connection between privilege
and privation” becomes even more appar-
ent the longer one spends studying both
extremes.
This is a vantage point Farmer was par-
ticularly susceptible to, given his trips from
Haiti to Harvard and back again. Listening
to his patients in Haiti and the United States
would allow Farmer to draw parallels of in-
equality and injustice that exist for the im-
poverished in both places. The only
difference between the United States and
Haiti is that eventually many impoverished
individuals in the United States will wind
up in somewhat adequate medical facilities.
In the story of global economics, Farmer
said, “Good things get stuck in customs and
bad things get traded freely.” A practicing
physician may easily note that inequalities
between the rich and poor are not unique to
the United States or to Haiti, but what,
Farmer asks, can anthropologists say about
this division?
The cursory glance through Farmer’s
photo album ended with a picture of friends
whom he fondly termed “the structural vi-
olence mafia” and anthropological ideas re-
garding unequal access to health care.
While at first, the portion of anthropology
that dissects the structures of violence
seems isolated from medical anthropology,
those structures of violence institute the
vast inequalities that cause medicine to
seem inaccessible. Farmer also stressed
that “how we think about social theory in-
fluences global health.” Work in Haiti
taught Farmer firsthand about the phenom-
enon of blaming the victim [3]. To under-
stand this entrenched system of structural
violence fully, an intensive bio-social
analysis must be undertaken. Structural vi-
olence results in a system in which the vic-
tims are blamed, empowering those who
suppress the victim while inhibiting the
victim’s access to health care. Pointing fin-
gers at the vulnerable is illustrated by the
fact that Haiti is often blamed for the intro-
duction of AIDS into North America [4,5].
Farmer stressed not only the inherent
trauma of structural violence, but Carolyn
Nordstrom’s ideas on violence having a
distinct tomorrow [6]. The perpetual cycle
of structural violence enables this concept
of violence having a clear future with the
inherent cultural systems that allow for vi-
olence remaining stagnant while the indi-
viduals entrapped within the system
change.
Beyond this concept of structural vio-
lence is that of structural healing [3].
Though structural healing is a new phe-
nomenon being examined by anthropolo-
gists, it provides a balance to structural
violence with the idea being that there are
certain societal standards that are either in
place or can be introduced that allow for
an alleviation of the suffering caused by
structural violence. While Farmer’s discus-
sion of the path that led him to his current
position was inspirational in itself, the
sharing of his story is of even more impor-
tance because he has been a teacher to so
many. His story reinforces the idea that
even though structural violence has a def-
inite past and future, so do medical anthro-
pology and the idea of structural healing.
Thankfully, medical anthropology may be
used as a relatively new force to combat
structural violence. Farmer’s speech may
have been unexpected in its autobiograph-
ical content, but perhaps the main point is
that the intersection between medicine and
anthropology can be seen not as a single
point but a line that runs the full length of
each of these disciplines. We all have a dis-
tinct responsibility to not only hear but to
listen and learn, not to just passively ob-
serve, but actively understand. It is with
this listening and acting, that future med-
ical anthropologists can bridge the gap be-
tween social sciences and practical
medicine.
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